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Abstract. Darknet Markets are a hotbed of illicit trade and are diffi-
cult for law enforcement to monitor and analyze. Topic Modeling has
been a popular method to semantically analyze market listings, but
lacks the ability to infer the information-rich visual semantics of images
embedded within these listings. In this paper we present a relatively
fast method using unsupervised and self-supervised machine learning
methods to infer image semantics from large, unstructured multimedia
corpora, and demonstrate how it may aid analysts in investigating the
content of Darknet Markets.
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1 Introduction

Darknet Markets (DNM) are online marketplaces hosted on anonymous net-
works, such as Tor, that provide access to buyers and sellers of usually illicit or
unregulated goods. A famous DNM, Silk Road, operated from 2011 until 2013
when it was shut down by the FBI for illegal trade [1,11]. Silk Road was the
first of dozens of DNMs to operate - and be shut down by law enforcement. Law
enforcement is in a constant game of whack-a-mole as two new markets pop up
for every one that is taken down.

There is an increasing need to understand the scope and content of DNMs to
support law enforcement’s efforts to protect public safety. As markets are shut
down, new markets will often adopt the abandoned content, making tracking
overall trends an essential task. The sheer scope and quantity of DNMs makes
this a significant big data analysis problem. Common approaches to this prob-
lem include textual content analysis [11,16]. However, these methods fall short
of fully characterizing DNM content since listings tend to include multimedia,
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such as images, to describe the products rather than using solely text. The con-
tent itself can be a challenge to parse consistently for use in Natural Language
Processing (NLP) analysis [16], requiring manual and time-consuming methods
as a fall-back.

Methods that provide automatic semantic organization of DNM listings based
on multimedia properties could help make the analysis of these markets more
tractable. There has been some success utilizing supervised machine learning
algorithms to classify DNM images through training on a large labeled corpus
of images from market listings [14]. However, labeling large image corpora and
training of new image classifiers is a non-trivial task. To properly label these
datasets, analysts must spend many hours distinguishing the semantics between
all images in a dataset, or analysts must find an existing labeled dataset that is
analogous to their goals. In the case of DNMs, there are few datasets contain-
ing labels for illicit object images, such as specific guns and drugs. The labeling
process can also be prone to human bias and issues of not sampling less fre-
quent classes or not sampling emerging classes. Reducing the labeling burden on
analysts and could allow for more timely and accurate analysis of DNM content.

Other work on analyzing DNMs has utilized tools such as topic modeling to
help track activities within these markets [6,11], and bag-of-visual-words meth-
ods to classify images [6]. This paper presents a method to automatically identify
semantic relationships between text and images for listings in the Gwern Darknet
Markets dataset [9], in order to aid analysts in achieving a better understanding
of diverse multimedia descriptions from various illicit goods and services. We
demonstrate applications of this method on DNM listings, and propose future
work to assist with future DNM content analysis.

2 Related Work

Image classification systems with near-human accuracy [22] have increased inter-
est for organizing and inferring classifications of images across many domains.
Previous work has taken the approach of labeling large datasets for the purpose of
classifying and tracking DNM activity. Fidalgo et al. categorized Darknet images
that corresponded with particular illegal activities [6]. They utilized Edge-SIFT
features with dense SIFT descriptors to categorize pages on the Darknet by
images with high accuracy. This is particularly applicable to law-enforcement
and security agencies, which could benefit from being able to automatically flag
and sort through illegal Darknet activities.

As new forms of illegal activity become prominent, there is a need from law
enforcement to be able to classify those activities promptly. However, these clas-
sification systems often require large amounts of labeled data. In many domains,
such as identifying product images in niche online markets, it takes large-scale
crowd-sourcing [3], or smaller groups of people long periods of time to label
enough images to train classification systems to satisfactory performance. In
addition, these labeled images may not meet every future analysis need. The
only semantic-inference that can be done with the supervised models trained on
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the labeled dataset is from the pre-defined semantics designated by the labelers.
This means that it can take several iterations of labeling entire datasets before
being able to predict future images for certain analysis tasks. Also, this predi-
cates that several individuals need to spend non- trivial amounts of time looking
through images and determining distinguishable semantic categories of images
before labeling each image.

For many applications, the time, specialty, and clearance needed to properly
label a dataset may be infeasible. Where possible, automatic labeling of images
based on an image’s surrounding context could make classification feasible. To
accomplish this, descriptive labels from other media such as text must be gener-
ated to describe this context. In Porter’s analysis of Darknet market terms over
time [11], he utilized Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) on text data scraped
from Reddit forums that discussed darknet activities. Porter generates high-
level topics of these subreddits, and identifies changes in behavior after many
darknet markets faced legal action in summer of 2017 [11]. A notable aspect of
this change was a shift from casual language to more serious, security-concerned
language. He notes that while LDA could give great insight into changes within
the darknet community, all insights should be verified with the original textual
source. Porter’s LDA-driven analysis was much faster than analyzing the text
from scratch, as one can form hypotheses quicker; but, the analysis still takes
some time. Our work addresses some of these issues by augmenting the topic
model latent space with correlated images, which can help inform analysts and
further support their hypothesis formation.

Another method for saving time in analysis of webpages is TextTopicNet
[7,18], which presents a method to bootstrap image classification and cross-
modal retrieval tools by training an instance of CaffeNet [12] to predict semantic
meaning of images, optimizing to match images to their source document topic
vectors. Using the ImageCLEF Wikipedia dataset [23], Gomez et al. demonstrate
retrieval based on LDA topic vector weights, and on the learned visual features
from the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). They show that training CNN’s
to match broad semantic topics can better support more specific computer vision
tasks like image classification, object detection, and multi-modal retrieval. How-
ever, the time and expertise needed to train TextTopicNet would be presently
infeasible by an analyst not well-versed in neural networks, and without access
to a GPU-accelerated workstation to speed up training. Inspired by TexTopic-
Net, we utilize a similar method to automatically train a model within a more
feasible timeframe, and demonstrate applications of its image topic-composition
predictions on Wikipedia articles and Darknet marketplaces.

3 Methodology

Our method for supporting the analysis of DNMs is inspired by previous work in
the area. First, similar to TextTopicNet [7,18], we created training image-topic
vectors (labels) for each image from the LDA-generated document-topic vec-
tors from where that image originated. Then, we trained a convolutional neural
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Fig. 1. System for training a CNN to predict Topic Vectors for any given Image,
representing what type of text document an image with similar visual/semantic features
would be found according to this model.

network (CNN), accelerated by transfer-learning [24], to predict the document
topic-vector where a given image could be located. Once the training converged,
a matrix of all images in the dataset and the predicted textual topic vectors
was created. This model essentially predicts the type of document from which
a given image would originate, affording analysts the ability to directly relate
images and text in the domain of the training dataset (Fig. 1).

3.1 Latent Dirichlet Allocation

In order to automatically classify images based on associated documents, we
make the assumption that images are correlated to probability distributions of
topics that generate text documents within the dataset. These compositions
of textual topics are generated via LDA topic modeling. LDA is a generative
statistical model of a large text collection, where each document is generated as
a mixture of k topics (where k is specified by the user). Each topic is represented
as a probability distribution over words present in the text collection. The result
of this generative process, as defined by Blei et al. [2], is two parameters: word
probabilities given each topic, and topic probabilities given each document. All
documents in the dataset are represented by topic probabilities, which are in
turn represented by word probabilities. Any document, even if unseen during
the training of an LDA model, can be represented by a probability distribution
over all topics of the learned model. We utilize the MALLET library to train
LDA models and tune its hyper-parameters [15].
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Representing text and predicting images in topic space, instead of Bag-of-
Words representations, provides semantically meaningful descriptors in lower-
dimensional space. By representing images in the same latent semantic space as
text, we can more comparably analyze how textual semantic features and image
visual features relate to one-another within a corpus. This allows analysts to
search for images that would co-occur in with other images, images that would
likely occur with specified text, documents that would likely accompany images,
and documents that are similar to a specified text (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. The CNN trained in this paper can quickly retrieve documents that a query
image may be found within, and identify other images that may be found in those
types of documents. The above example demonstrates retrieving Wikipedia articles
and images from the ImageCLEF dataset with a 200-topic LDA and CNN model.

3.2 Neural Network Architecture and Training Procedure

To automatically create categories of images within a textual dataset with-
out much human supervision, we adapted TextTopicNet [7,18] to work on
Inception-V3 image classification CNN architecture [22]. TextTopicNet took
120,000 epochs (the number of times it trained on the entire image dataset) to
converge on the ImageCLEF dataset [23]. This would take an infeasible amount
of time on many everyday machines, and still would take a non-trivial amount of
time on multi-GPU machines. To combat this, we applied transfer-learning from
a model trained on image-classifications from the ‘ImageNet’ dataset, which
contains over 1000 different classifications for everyday images [5]. On top of
the convolutional layers of Inception V3 [22], we placed a global average pool-
ing layer, followed by a fully connected layer with 1024 output dimensions,
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a dropout layer with 0.5 probability, and another fully connected layer that
outputs dimensions equal to the k dimensions of the trained LDA model. This
network is then optimized with Stochastic Gradient Descent of learning rate of
0.0001 and momentum of 0.9, to minimize sigmoid cross-entropy loss similar to
TextTopicNet.

Once an LDA model is trained on a textual dataset, we created a table with
rows corresponding to the images, text, and the topic vectors. This is randomly
split into a training dataset (80%) and a validation dataset (20%). Training is
done in two stages: an initial transfer-learning stage, and an additional fine-
tuning stage. The first stage loads the ImageNet-trained weights into the model,
initializing the fully-connected layers with variance scaling [10]. All layers besides
the dense layers are frozen, so that the dense layers train while utilizing the
image-features recognized by the ImageNet-trained convolutional layers. After
the validation loss converges or a maximum number of epochs are reached, this
stage ends. The set of CNN weights with the best epoch performance are loaded
for the fine-tuning stage. The top 172 convolutional layers are then unfrozen and
updated by the next round of training. This allows for the higher-level features
generated by the convolutional network to be better fit to the training images,
which may require different features than ImageNet. Once this stage converges
or reaches a maximum number of epochs, training is stopped. The weights with
the best overall validation-loss are loaded and then topic vectors are generated
for each image. For 40-topic LDA models, we trained with an upper-limit of 25
epochs per the transfer and fine-tuning stages separately (50 combined), ending
each stage if validation accuracy increased for three successive epochs. For LDA
models with larger topic-dimensions, the upper-limit was increased to 50 epochs.
The neural network components of this system were implemented using the
Keras python framework [4]. With transfer-learning it typically takes fewer than
40 epochs total to converge rather than the more than one-hundred-thousand
epochs used in the original TextTopicNet model [7,18]. This allows for relatively
fast training, that could make this method affordable and accessible for future
applications in analysis of multimodal data, such as DNM.

3.3 Datasets

To test this neural network training process and to investigate applications of
the trained model, we trained on two datasets: ImageCLEF and Gwern Darknet
Markets. To provide evidence that our system works similarly to TextTopicNet
[7,18], we train and provide results on models from the ImageCLEF dataset
[23] which serves as a common link between our papers. We then train models
and demonstrate results on Darknet listings to convey this system’s potential
to aid analysts in navigating more unconventional multimodal datasets. Image-
CLEF is a collection of Wikipedia articles with images from 2010–2011 [23]. The
Gwern Darknet Markets Archive includes HTML documents of DNM listings
and includes images [9]. We utilized a subset of 17 markets from this dataset in
all training and demonstrations for this paper.
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The ImageCLEF dataset [23], same as the one utilized by TextTopicNet
[7,18], has 42,777 English Wikipedia articles between 2010–2011 with 100,785
associated images. All articles have been completely cleaned of HTML artifacts,
and only contain article-specific text. Articles and images cover a large semantic
range. This paper reproduces those results on the recommended 40 topics, as well
as increasing number of topics beyond mentioned in TextTopicNet. A standard
English stopword list was applied to this dataset before performing LDA. This
dataset was utilized to test our methodology before utilizing the system on the
less-studied DNM.

Fig. 3. Number of Listings and Images analyzed from the Gwern Darknet Markets
Archive per market. An image may be referenced in multiple listings within a market.

The Gwern Darknet Markets Archive is a publicly-available dataset gathered
by crawling various DNMs [9]. In this paper, we analyze 17 markets from this
dataset (see Fig. 3). These markets consist of raw HTML from market listings
across various dates. We only processed the latest version of duplicate listings
from the crawlers’ datasets, ignoring older listings with less text and images.
Then we removed HTML tags from the listings. As many artifacts and unin-
formative text remained in the listings, the top 20% most-frequent terms per
market were removed from the respective DNM listings. This removed many
missed webpage artifacts, and some repeated other text such as headers and
market-wide text. Both images downloaded in the crawler, and embedded images
from the HTML were associated with listings. We generated a stoplist of com-
monly missed HTML artifacts and less-informative terms. Researchers removed
the most common images per market that had nothing to do with the listings
(e.g. button icons, market banners, etc.). Small images were also removed. A
total of 241,348 listings were extracted with 47,101 images. LDA and the CNN
were trained with 40 topics and 450 topics.

4 Results

We will first describe what the image textual-topic prediction models can accom-
plish with a clean dataset like Wikipedia, before moving to the models trained
on the noisier Darknet dataset. Insights gained from the Wikipedia data were
then applied to the Darknet dataset to help find patterns without much prior
knowledge of the markets.
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4.1 ImageCLEF

We trained a image to textual-topic prediction model using the method described
in 3.2 of the Methodology on 40 topics. A sample of the top-weighted images
per topic is shown in Fig. 4. These resemble many of the results from Text-
TopicNet [7,18], which was trained on the same Wikipedia dataset. These sim-
ilar results validate that our differences from TextTopicNet, namely the Incep-
tionV3 CNN architecture [22] and transfer-learning [17], did not noticeably alter
the end results for how the model predicts LDA textual topic space that would
contain any given image. Many of the images, in each topic, show a mixture
of many objects fitting a topical theme. Airplane categories (Fig. 4, Topic 2)
include everything from commercial airlines to fighter jets. A topic about ani-
mals has images of pets, fish, and dinosaurs. The food topic (Fig. 4, Topic 5) has
everything from soup to nuts. The image-classifier is able to properly summarize
images belonging to different textual topics, showing dataset-specific semantic
similarities between images instead of distinguishing images based on purely
visual features or only strict supervised labeling patterns.

While the TextTopicNet demonstrated their network on at most one-hundred
LDA topics [7,18], in many practical applications of LDA the number of topics
will be significantly larger. Many topics in the Wikipedia 40-topic LDA model
contained many different classifications of images, while fitting semantic themes
generated by LDA, hinted that there may be more granular themes that LDA
could discover within the dataset. The square root of the number of documents

Fig. 4. 5 out of 40 Topics from the ImageCLEF Wikipedia dataset with Top Terms
and Top Images by Individual Weight per Topic. Wikipedia articles are a mixture of
these topics’ terms and image characteristics
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Fig. 5. 5 out of 200 Topics from the ImageCLEF Wikipedia dataset with Top Terms
and Top Images by Individual Weight per Topic. Both topics and images are more
specific than the 40-topic model.

has been recommended as a good number of topics for training LDA models
[8], therefore we also trained LDA and the CNN with 200 topics to see the
effectiveness of this type of self-supervised network with more granular topics.

The 200 topic model resulted in many more specific topics (see Fig. 5). Instead
of animals topic, there were topics with images showing only dinosaurs, pets,
and fish separately (e.g. Fig. 5, Topic 1). Similarly airplanes had multiple topics,
with images in groups of only commercial planes or military planes (e.g. Fig. 5,
Topic 6). New topics emerged, such topics containing only wrist-watch images
and images of flags (Fig. 5, Topics 2 and 6). Some diagram images were more
evenly split, such as a topic showing all images with grids of alphabet characters
(Fig. 5, Topic 8). This trained model allows for fast association between images,
terms, and source documents. Some specific topics may not have a clear or
obvious theme with associated images (e.g. Fig. 6). While some of these themes
do not seem useful at first, they can still provide useful information to analysts.
For example, A topic with words describing communist revolutions had mainly
black and white photos, which may relate to propaganda. A topic with words
related to various media (e.g. radio, align, television, center, news, broadcast,
channel, etc.) showed images of fountains, buildings and concerts. These topics
show a clear pattern between text and related images, while it may not be
obvious without extra thought of why they connect. Other predicted image-
text relations may provide evidence of lack of clear themes in the corpus. For
example, a topic of people’s names has diverse images associated with it, and a
topic of scientific terms has many science-related pictures without a clear theme.
When inspecting the Wikipedia articles these images originate from, they do
contain terms from these topics. Not all topics will have clear patterns associated
with the images, especially at higher topic dimensions, but this also can provide
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Fig. 6. Top weighted terms and images for topics in the 200-topic ImageCLEF model.
Images associated with topics can provide meaningful insight into related source doc-
uments, even when that association is not always obvious.

useful information to an analyst. Models with lower topic-dimensionality can
provide analysts with more interpretable text-image relations, while models with
higher topic-dimensionality will provide more precise relations between text-
image relations that may be less interpretable. Both models have advantages, so
analysts may desire to utilize both in conjunction to maximize interpretability
while still achieving specificity.
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Image nearest-neighbor results also leads to more semantically specific image
results than when run on fewer topic dimensions. An image of Aaron Rodgers
throwing a football was close via Jensen-Shannon Divergence [13] to not only
football action-shots, but also an image of the University of Oklahoma’s mascot.
The closest similarities to a given image or text query constitute a theme, not
an exact matching to the query. Analysts utilizing this system will have to find
an optimal number of topics, which has been an open question in LDA research
[8]. Image summary and retrieval tasks primarily inform semantics based on the
granularity and quality of the topic model, meaning the LDA model quality is
imperative.

4.2 Gwern Darknet Markets Archives

The Darknet Markets Archive [9] was a much messier dataset than the cleaned
ImageCLEF Wikipedia articles, and there were a number of artifacts not cap-
tured by our preprocessing that appeared in the topic space, such as some HTML
artifacts, common artifacts from markets (e.g., countries where they can ship),
multi-language descriptions, and less polished and consistent wording in many
listings. The difficulty in interpretability of the top words per topic does make
understanding the model more difficult, but the generated groups of images can
still deliver insight into the DNM listings. In these ways, the DNM dataset is
more representative of many less-structured datasets than the curated Image-
CLEF.

Images Inform Context of Text Topics. Despite the extra artifacts, clear
image themes emerge from this dataset, in the 40-topic and 450-topic (approx-
imately the square root of the total number of listings) LDA models. From
identifying semantic patterns between images and textual topics, an analyst can
gain a sense of the types of images that are in different types of DNM listings.
Through this process, viewing images associated with textual topics can aid an
analyst in understanding multimodal datasets where solely text would deliver
incomplete or noisy information.

Training the image model from a 40-topic trained LDA model produces
many interesting high-level themes that are not obvious from looking at only the
weighted terms per topic. For example (shown in Fig. 7, Topic 2) a topic focused
on currencies and shipping information has images of different online audio and
video streaming service logos. Some images relate to details of the text, such as
images showing “<number> hits” with a letter grade in the bottom-left corner
that all very accurately describe a topic concerned with shipping, prices, and
quality of drugs.

Some topics have a mixture of easily distinguishable items, similar to the mix-
ture of terms that compose a topic. One topic has terms ‘guide’, ‘make’, and ‘watch’
which is difficult tomakewhat exactly it is talking about alone.With images, which
show images of books and watches, we can infer that this topic is about both books
and watches separately (Fig. 10). This likely means similar wording is employed to
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Fig. 7. 5 out of 40 Topics trained on DNM listings

sell watches and books on DNMs. Another example of this is a mushroom-selling
topic, which has many more psychedelic images and some images related to money-
exchange. The image-inference model can augment analysts’ understanding of top-
ics beyond what is represented by words alone.

For the LDA model with 450 topics, the image to textual topic prediction
model has many more specific topics (Fig. 8). Individual drugs are now sorted
into their own topics (Fig. 9), with topics solely containing images of cocaine,
prescription pills, and cigarette variations (Fig. 8, Topic 2). Books gain their
own topic, largely associated with hacking terms and the “blackhand”. Wrist-
watches also get their own topic, now separated from books (e.g. Fig. 10). While
many of these topics have terms match to images with similar semantic meaning,
some images and terms fit semantic themes on their own but not together. For
example, a topic showing all images of guns relates to a topic composed of coun-
try names (Fig. 8, Topic 4). This likely is due to the inherent messiness of the
dataset, but still shows a correlation between terms and semantic content that
otherwise would not have been obvious to an analyst viewing the noisy text data
on its own. Listings with gun images, for mostly selling purposes, are likely to
be on pages that list many different countries. The objective of this LDA-image
model is not to link images with semantic labels describing the image, but to
better associate images within semantic context surrounding it. In the case of
the Darknet data, this context is often different proportions of selling, shipping,
and item-quality terms.
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Fig. 8. 5 out of 450 Topics trained on DNMs listings

Fig. 9. Drug Images Distinguished via CNN-Predicted association with 450 Textual
Topics, allowing analysts the ability to identify items like drugs via images and text.
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Fig. 10. Larger-Dimension Topic Models lead to more specific terms and images. The
40-topic model had a topic for books and watches, while the 450-topic model had
separate topics for watches and books individually.

The greater number of topics also creates many topics that cannot be deci-
phered based on the top terms and top images alone. Some single topics contain
terms and images from a wide semantic range, including a mixture of pills, mar-
ijuana, counterfeit currency, and various software. These topics may represent a
way to distinguish listings, but they do not provide much information on their
own. It is possible that further cleaning of the text data could make these mul-
timodal relationships more readily decipherable.

Retrieval Tasks. One potential application of this type of neural network on
Darknet marketplace datasets is the ability to see how different images relate in
terms of predicted contextual text topics. Images of guns are near other images of
guns, images of passports are near other images of passports, etc. This trained
model allows not only for comparison of different images present within the
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dataset, but allows for querying of nearest neighbors based on any given image
unseen during the training process. For example, Fig. 11 illustrates that the 450-
topic network predicts that an image of fire not in the training set would be
seen in listings associated with images of pipes and marijuana. The network is
capable of relating images in the context of the dataset, which could provide
valuable threads to pull on and discover new insights.

These threads can be found by utilizing LDA to infer topic distributions
based on arbitrary text, and finding nearest neighbors to that text. If an ana-
lyst is curious what images would be associated with any collection of terms
in the dataset, they can utilize the LDA model to infer the topic distribution
for those terms and then find the nearest neighboring images in that space via
Jensen-Shannon Divergence [13] the similarity measure. For example, as shown
in Fig. 12, an analyst curious about finding hacker materials on the darknet
could query “hack exploit script”, which retrieves nearest neighbor images that
are screenshots that are found within listings. In this case, it is not immedi-
ately obvious why the text and the images are related. Upon further analysis
of the source listing the screenshots originated from, we see that these screen-
shot images are part of tutorials explaining how a customer can purchase scripts.
From this observation, we can infer that listings that sell scripts and have screen-
shots may be catering to less experienced customers who may not know how to
exchange cryptocurrency for illicit products. Automated predicting of images’
positions in the LDA textual topic space allows for analysts to create and refine
queries that can lead to revealed relations and further insights into ever-changing
listing categories on DNMs.

Fig. 11. Image of Fire (not in the dataset) is predicted to be related to Images from
the Gwern Darknet Markets Archive that would be in Listings of the same Textual
Topic Composition (i.e. Fire and Smoking)
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Fig. 12. The LDA-inferred topic composition of the query “hack exploit script” is
nearest to predicted topic-compositions (450 dimensions) of screenshots, originating
from tutorials detailing steps one would take to purchase a script

5 Discussion and Future Work

The technique of creating image descriptors to associate with textual seman-
tics presents ways to summarize large multimodal datasets without much initial
human input. Adding images to visualizations of textual topics could help ana-
lysts obtain a more-complete view of what a dataset contains. In addition, the
ability to query based on images may allow analysts to help find items that may
be more difficult to describe with words accurately.

The methods demonstrated in this paper are not for finding a needle in the
haystack, but for finding if a certain color of hay is mixed within the haystack.
Viewing topic summaries, and querying all of the topic-inferred media, does not
present analysts with complete knowledge of datasets’ outliers. The goal is to
further support analysts’ ability to pull at strings, further learning about the
composition until they can form their own generalizations about the data and
deepen their explorations. More tools generated from the CNN presented in
this paper could help further analysis once analyst generalizations are settled.
Image retrieval based on image similarity, not necessarily semantic similarity
could be done by retrieving based on the top pooling layer output of the CNN
before the fully-connected layers [7,18]. Classifiers could be built with Support
Vector Machines or newly trained fully-connected layers, training on the pooling
layer output, which is fine-tuned to distinguish visual features within the dataset.
These classifiers could identify hand-labeled instances and future data of interest,
such as classify images from the TOR Image Categories dataset [6]. Building
supervised classifiers would likely take less hand-labeling time and less model
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training time than what is needed to train a neural network from scratch [7,18].
To improve accuracy of these classifiers, it may help to retrain the neural network
without transfer-learning as the network weights may converge to a saddle point
based on the visual features of the pre-trained classes. This is because the CNN
in this paper was pre-trained with weights to classify ImageNet [5] and thus
would be expected to distinguish images in the new datasets via visual features
useful for distinguishing ImageNet classes. To distinguish images that are not
similar to ImageNet classes, it may be useful to transfer-learn from a network
trained to distinguish similar classes, or train the network from a less biased
initial state. Examples of domains this strategy may be useful within include but
are not limited to: classifying handwriting styles from text written, classifying
more abstract illustrations based on descriptive text, and classifying faces from
biographic text. That being said, when classifying everyday items, ImageNet
weights will likely perform well. The methodology demonstrated in this paper
can be extended for supervised classification, while simultaneously allowing for
visualizations of domain-specific (e.g. DNM listings) text-image relations to aid
analysts in identifying existing and emerging semantic areas of interest.

Many datasets, especially collections of web resources, are multimodal and
lend themselves to similar methods of self-supervised learning as mentioned in
this paper. Future work could also investigate how other media, and other neural
network architecture, could relate more media forms to LDA topic space. This
method may be able to bootstrap analysis and classification of many domains
and media, potentially linking text, images, video, and audio all to the same
semantic space for a more complete view of any given dataset.

Future work may identify how to adapt existing LDA visualization strategies
[19–21] to include images in conjunction with the existing textual elements.
This could allow for analysts to not only better understand a dataset from LDA-
categorization of text and images, but allow for greater exploration of hypothesis’
based on the multimodal nature of many datasets. To better understand web
content such as Darknet Markets, analysts will greatly benefit from tools that
can automatically summarize and can enable the exploration of inter-relations
between modalities of a dataset. In this work we propose initial tools for relatively
computationally inexpensive, automatic semantic classification of multimodal
datasets, and demonstrate these tools’ abilities via Darknet Market data.

6 Conclusion

This paper presents tools to support analysts in quickly associating images with
textual semantic features, within the context of a multimodal dataset. As demon-
strated on Wikipedia and Darknet Market data, one can obtain relatively-fast
automatic semantic classification of text and images, with almost no human
preprocessing or labeling of the data. This can give analysts more complete
knowledge of topics that compose a dataset, where text alone is not always fully
descriptive of the multimodal documents’ contents. This is especially useful in
cases where the text is not very informative on its own, such as the Darknet Mar-
ket listings analyzed in this paper, where many terms are artifacts of documents
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that can not be trivially removed. Beyond summarization, we demonstrate how
the trained CNN and LDA models in conjunction can retrieve documents and
images based on both text and image queries. This can allow analysts to better
explore areas not obvious in the topic model, such as the relation between tuto-
rials and hacking scripts found in the Darknet. Additionally, almost no domain
knowledge is needed to train these models, meaning the methods in this paper
could serve as a “launching point” into exploration of unorganized multimodal
datasets. Future work could extend tools and workflows taken from this launch-
ing point into more fine-grain tools for supervised classification and visualization
of multimodal relations of the data. The combination of transfer-learning and
unsupervised topic modeling result in a relatively-quick method for analysts to
gain initial understanding of large multimodal datasets’ compositions, such as
Darknet Markets, without requiring significant analyst experience in the domain
of the dataset.
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